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Le Louvre 

"High-End Boutique"

Founded in the 1920s by Lillian Wightman, Le Louvre is an iconic spot for

all fashionistas. Carrying the legacy forward, Georgina Weir has taken it to

newer heights. Set in a historic building, this elegant store is decked up

with designer ware. Top labels such as Stella McCartney, Gucci, Saint

Laurent, Vivienne Westwood and Valentino feature in their inventory. Get

tempted by their collection and indulge in some luxury shopping at this

boutique.

 +61 3 9650 1300  shop@lelouvre.com.au  2 Daly Street, Melbourne VIC
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Prada 

"A Simple, Striking Statement"

Championing the phrase "less is more", Prada has gained a world wide

reputation for sharp, minimalist designs that celebrate the body contours.

The Crown Casino store holds pride of place, overlooking the Southbank

promenade where everyone can gaze longingly into its elegant interior.

Prada began as a luggage company way back in 1913, so it is little wonder

the handbags on display here are of the highest quality, as well as the

absolutely fabulous footwear. And, the ladies' clothes; well, they go

without saying. Style and sophistication.

 +61 3 9690 8808  www.prada.com/  8 Whiteman Street, Ground Floor,

Crown Towers, Melbourne VIC
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Lady Petrova 

"Fashion Redefined"

Look glamorous by sporting the designer collection from Lady Petrova.

This store is known for showcasing a variety of dresses for women.

Designer and owner Petrova Hammond, creates magic with the vintage

laces and fine fabrics summing into stylish garments that are offered here.

The spacious store has a unique decor like the doll house and a huge

staircase and takes you to a different world. Besides chic clothing, Lady

Petrova also features a range of beauty products, footwear and other

accessories to choose from and give you a complete make-over.

 3/237 Flinders Lane, Melbourne VIC
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Retrostar Vintage Clothing 

"Dare To Wear"

Step into Retrostar Vintage Clothing and take a trip down memory lane.

One of the largest vintage clothing stores in the city, you will find fashion

and accessory items reminiscence of the 1940s to 1980s. Divided into

sections that represent each era, this huge and colorful store has

everything: vintage trousers, flares, bell-bottoms, vintage totes and the

like. Shirts, blouses and dresses come in every imaginable print,

psychedelic design and bold gaudy color possible. This truly is a place to

pick out statement pieces. The stock at the store arrives weekly, and there

is always some new treasured find to discover. The staff are

knowledgeable, helpful and friendly. With good service and incredible

finds, this is definitely a shop worth rummaging through.

 +61 3 9663 1223  retrostar.com.au/  retrostaronline@gmail.com  37 Swanston Street, First

Floor, Nicholas Building,

Corner of Flinders Lane,

Melbourne VIC
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Incu 

"Fashion For Men"

Located in the heart of the city, Incu is a chic shopping destination for

men. This store is popular for showcasing formal and informal clothing for

men and has answers to all the fashion dilemmas. Be it a t-shirt for

hanging out with your friends or crisp formals for your office wear, the

store has lot to offer. Besides garments, the store houses stylish bags,

comfortable shoes, glares and other accessories to give you a complete

make-over.

 +61 3 9663 9933  flinderslanemens@incu.com  274 Flinders Lane, Shop 6A, Melbourne

VIC
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Gorman 

"Timeless Fashion"

Gorman was established in 1999 and slowly found its way into stores

throughout Australia and today is worldwide. The name that offers

modern women wear with a utilitarian style that has a girlish charm. This

is visible in the trims, yarns, prints and finish, which also act as Gorman's

stamp of recognition. Customized prints like stylized animals, geometric

shapes act together with the fabric and style of the garments. The overall

look of the clothes is uncomplicated with a certain youthfulness. Italian

yarns in fine gauge is used for all knitwear, throughout the season. Fabrics

like Japanese cottons, New Zealand wool and Italian leather are also used

for the clothes, resulting the high quality.

 +61 3 9639 8824  www.gormanshop.com.au  135-137 Swanston Street, Melbourne

VIC
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Laine 

"Sleek Store"

Laine is a fabulous boutique for all fashion conscious women. Owned and

run by mother and daughter duo, Kathryn and Alyce Hammerton, it

opened its chic doors in 2012. Featuring designers from across the globe,

their eclectic collection is curated before it is displayed in the store. From

unique accessories to elegant dresses, lovely shoes and stylish apparel,

they have something for any occasion. Some of the brands included in

their inventory are Second Female, Spiritual Gangsta, Ancient Greek

Sandals, 0039 Italy and Kate Sylvester.

 +61 3 9646 0552  www.laineboutique.com/  laineboutique@gmail.com  103C Bay Street, Melbourne

VIC
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